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Abstract
Mast cell (MC) is so widely recognized as a critical 
effector in allergic disorders that it can be difficult to 
think of MC in any other context. Indeed, MCs are 
multifunctional and recently shown that MCs can also 
act as antigen presenters as well as effector elements 
of human immune system. First observations of their 
possible role as anti-tumor cells in peri- or intra-tumoral 
tissue were mentioned five decades ago and a high 
content of MCs is considered as a favorable prognosis, 
consistent with this study. Believers of this hypothesis 
assumed them to be inhibitors of tumor development 
through their pro-apoptotic and -necrolytic granules e.g., 
granzymes and TNF-α. However, some still postulate 
them to be enhancers of tumor development through 
their effects on angiogenesis due to mostly tryptase. 
There are also some data suggesting increased MC 
density causes tumor development and indicates bad 
prognosis. Furthermore, since MC-associated mediators 
have shown to influence various aspects of tumor 
biology, the net effect of MCs on the development/
progression of tumors has been difficult to evaluate. For 
instance, chymase induces apoptosis in targets; yet, 
tryptase, another MC protease, is a well-known mitogen. 
MCs with these various enzyme expression patterns may 
mediate different functions and the predominant MC 
type in tissues may be determined by the environmental 
needs. The coexistence of tryptase-expressing MCs 
(MCT) and chymase and tryptase-expressing MCs (MCTC) 
in physiological conditions reflects a naturally occurring 
balance that contributes to tissue homeostasis. We have 
recently discussed the role and relevance of MC serine 
proteases in different bone marrow diseases.
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Letter to tHe editor
I read the article by Tan et al[1] describing `prognostic 
significance of  cell infiltrations of  immunosurveillance 
in colorectal cancer with great interest. My interest in this 
study is that we have recently demonstrated human mast 
cell (MC) mediated cytotoxicity against different human 
leukemia and lymphoma tumor cells in vitro[2-4]. Our in vitro 
results seem to support their study conclusion of  MC 
cytotoxicity against tumor cells that might contribute to 
immunosurveillance in vivo. The genuine role of  MC in 
tumor stroma has been a very controversial topic for the 
past five decades and needs still further clarification. Here, 
I have discussed further primarily the anti-tumor effects ofanti-tumor effects of  
MC in the li�ht of recent literature and our findin�s.n the li�ht of  recent literature and our findin�s. 

MC is so widely recognized as a critical effector in 
aller�ic disorders that it can be difficult to think of  MC in 
any other context. Indeed, MCs are �ultifunctional andMCs are multifunctional and 
recently shown that MCs can also act as antigen presentersthat MCs can also act as antigen presenters 
as well as effector elements of  human immune system. 
First observations of their possible role as anti-tumorbservations of  their possible role as anti-tumor 
cells in peri- or intra-tu�oral tissue were �entioned five 
decades ago and a high content of MCs is considered high content of  MCs is considered 
as a favorable pro�nosis, consistent with this study[1,5,6]. 
Believers of  this hypothesis assumed them to be inhibitors 
of  tumor development through their pro-apoptotic and 
-necrolytic �ranules e.�. �ranzy�es and ���-�. However,���-�. However,. However, 
some still postulate them to be enhancers of  tumor 
development through their effects on angiogenesis due 
to mostly tryptase. There are also some data suggesting 
that increased MC density causes tumor development and 
indicates bad prognosis[7,8]. MCs with these various enzyme 
expression patterns may mediate different functions and 
the predominant MC type in tissues may be determined 
by the environ�ental needs. �urther�ore, since MC-
associated mediators have shown to influence various 
aspects of  tu�or biolo�y, the net effect of  MCs on the 
development/progression of  tumors has been difficult 
to evaluate. �or instance, chy�ase induces apoptosis 
in tar�ets; yet, tryptase, another MC protease, is a well-
known mitogen. We have recently discussed the role and 
relevance of  MC serine proteases in different bone marrow 
diseases[9]. The coexistence of  tryptase-expressing MCs 
(MCT) and chymase and tryptase-expressing MCs (MCTC) 
in physiological conditions reflects a naturally occurring 
balance that contributes to tissue homeostasis. 

In the past two decades, it was believed that �urinemurine 
MC has natural cytotoxicity in the long term (>24 h) 
a�ainst �urine tu�or cells (WEHI-164, L929, etc.) by 
different mechanisms e.g. TNF-α dependent and  non- 
TNF-α dependent[10]. �ecent studies suggested that MC �ecent studies suggested that MC�ecent studies suggested that MC studies suggested that MCsuggested that MC 
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can kill targets through degranulation of  serine protea-
ses, cathepsin G, leukotrienes and �O. Lately, MCs have Lately, MCs have 
been shown to contain granzyme B[11] and express Fas 
ligand[12], which are the �ost i�portant co�ponents of  
cell mediated cytotoxicity. Chymase was also demonstratedhymase was also demonstratedwas also demonstrated 
to induce apoptosis in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes and hu-induce apoptosis in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes and hu-
man vascular smooth muscle cells[13]. �hus, MC �ediated �hus, MC �ediated�hus, MC �ediatedMC mediated 
cytotoxicity seems to be operated by at least 2 pathways�� by operated by at least 2 pathways�� byoperated by at least 2 pathways�� by 
secretory pathways via exocytosis of granules containingpathways via exocytosis of granules containingvia exocytosis of  granules containing 
serine proteases such as �ranzy�es, chy�ase and soluble 
���-�; and nonsecretory (cell-to-cell contact) pathwayspathways 
via �e�branous ���-� and �asL. We are the first to. We are the first to 
show human MC cytotoxicity against N�-sensitive/resis-human MC cytotoxicity against N�-sensitive/resis--sensitive/resis-
tant human leukemia/lymphoma cells in short and longhuman leukemia/lymphoma cells in short and long 
ter� by our established flow cyto�etric �ethod[2-4]. Our 
studies suggested that increased chymase content of  MCs 
in long-term culture could have played a role to mediate 
cytotoxicity.

Tan et al[14] demonstrated in this study that both MCT 
and MCTC �ay equally proliferate or infiltrate in colorectal 
cancer similar to hepatocellular carcinoma and intrahepatic 
cholan�iocarcino�a, consistent with so�e earl ier 
literature. In contrast to these reports, in so�e �ali�nant 
lesions, MCT`s were found to be concentrated at the 
tu�or ed�e, i.e., the “invasion zone,” whereas MCTCs were 
not increased in this area[15-17]. �or instance, a si�nificant 
increase of  MCT phenotype was observed in the invasive 
carcinoma of  the cervix throughout the different stages 
of  �ali�nant transfor�ation. �urther�ore, an abundant 
MCT (but not MCTC) increase was detected infiltratin� the 
tumors in sections of  invasive carcinoma although the 
number of  MCT was shown to be similar to that of  MCTC 
in benign lesions. Malignant tumors had 2 to 3 times more 
MCT than MCTC and the number of  MCT was noted to be 
si�nificantly hi�her in �ali�nant than beni�n lesions. 

Our studies and past literature review suggest that 
increase of  MC density in tumor stroma is as important 
as the phenotypic change[18,19] causing predominance of  
one phenotype. Consistent with this study, if  chy�ase 
containing MCs (MCTC/MCC) were dominant over MCT 
in tu�or stro�a, this would usually be predictor of  
good prognosis such as in localized bronchioloalveolar 
carcinoma[20] and human renal tumors[21]. In contrast to 
this opinion, there are a few data su��estin� that MCTC/
MCC are related to a bad prognosis e.g. lip and some 
gastrointestinal cancers[22,23]. �evertheless, overall chy�ase 
content of  granules in MCs as well as timing of  biopsy and 
other factors could be also important in these exceptional 
cases. If  MCT`s were dominant over MCCT/MCC, this 
would be a bad pro�nostic factor such as in cervix cancer, 
B-cell non-Hod�kin’s ly�pho�a and others[24,25]. Mounting 
evidence certainly indicates that MCs accumulate around 
the tumors and could either promote or inhibit tumor 
growth depending on the local stromal conditions [26]. 
�hese findin�s overall e�phasize the role of  MCT type in 
the tumor development rather than chymase containing 
MCs (MCC and/or MCCT) but this requires further studies 
and clarification. My personal conclusion is that inhibitory 

or proliferative effects of  MCs depend on multiple 
interactions a�on� MC, tu�or type and the environ�ent.
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